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Structure of Research


A telephone survey was conducted between February 7th and 15th 2011



Final survey was signed off by CER on Jan 28th - the survey was identified to
respondents as being conducted on behalf of CER



The purpose of the survey was to achieve a market view of natural gas customers
in terms of:
Respondents awareness of gas suppliers in the Irish market
Respondents switching patterns and intentions
Factors affecting switching decisions of respondents
Respondents perceptions regarding future direction in the market

Response sample by
Location
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Numbers were selected by a Random Digit
Dialling process and respondents were
interviewed on the basis of having natural gas in
their home



The approach was to broadly replicate similar
research conducted for the Electricity market in
terms of scale, robustness and representivity



A total of 751 respondents were achieved – the
response sample was distributed along the gas
network
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Competition and the competitive market


Competition within the market could be inhibited by:
Lack of “top of mind” awareness of competitors
2. Poor switching experience
3. The level of association between a specific/dominant market player in the gas
market and gas as a product
4. Confusion about the role of the supply company leading to creating a barrier
to switching (concerns about the implication of switching on reliability of
supply or maintenance)
1.

This research gathers evidence of potential inhibitors:
– Provide a status check on competition
– Provide evidence to support decision making on the appropriate remedy for
any inhibitors identified
– Provide a benchmark for future measurement to assess progress/change
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Current Gas Supplier



Current Gas Supplier by Location

78% of the respondents identified themselves as being a Bord Gais customer –
there was very little difference by location
– This is distinct from the market share figures for volume of gas consumed
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3% of the respondents indicated that they were natural gas customers but did not
identify themselves as customers of existing natural gas suppliers – these were
removed from the subsequent analysis
– This is a typical and acceptable level of exclusion in a survey of this scale
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Current Gas Supplier

Gas Market – unprompted awareness
Awareness of Gas SuppliersUnprompted
Other

Awareness of Gas Suppliers by current
supplier - Unprompted
Customer
of ......

BGE

Airtricity

Flogas
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78%

63%

Airtricity

26%

97%

25%

Flogas

5%

7%

88%

High unprompted awareness is a necessary but not sufficient precondition for
competition

The majority of BGE customers were not able to name any other supplier
–



97%

Unprompted awareness reflects top of mind presence in the consumer mind and
provides a good estimate of the competitive activity in a market
–



BGE

27% were able to name any competitor (either Airtricity or Flogas)

Flogas achieved low awareness outside of its own customer base
–

5% of BGE customers and 7% of Airtricity customers mentioned Flogas,
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Mentioned

Prompted Awareness


Prompted awareness levels will be significantly higher than unprompted but are
less useful as measure of competition as prompted awareness reflects knowledge



30% of respondents were unaware that other businesses supply natural gas in the
Irish market
–

When asked if they were aware of other businesses supplying natural gas, 43% of
the 73% aware of BGE only stated No.



Prompted recall of alternative suppliers is still comparatively low



Total Awareness (prompted and unprompted) of Airtricity and Flogas is 85% and
62% respectively
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Total awareness of other suppliers

Implications of current awareness levels


The current level of awareness of other suppliers within the BGE customer
base and across the market reflects the dominance of a single supplier and this
points to either:
An early stage in a competitive market
2) Issues in terms of the emergence of a competitive market
1)

–



The low level of awareness of FloGas indicates that most consumers have one
effective alternative to BGE – this limits competition in the residential gas
market:
–
–
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If all BGE customers with unprompted awareness of any other supplier switched, BGE market
share would stand at 66%
However, unprompted awareness is not the same as actual competition, which requires active
consideration and not just awareness and therefore actual switching would be much lower

62% were aware of FloGas as a supplier of natural gas with prompting
The vast majority of Airtricity customers are aware of only one alternative: to return to BGE
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Awareness of BGE and BG Networks
Heard of BGE/BGN by Switching

Heard of BGE/BGN
BG Energy

Yes

BGE

79%

52%

Airtricity
Flogas

81%
88%

72%
88%

Heard of ......

82%

BG Energy

79%

69%

BG Networks

54%

No

Among other suppliers‟ customers it is higher as the process of moving suppliers increases awareness
of different suppliers in the market, as well as Bord Gais Networks

The lower awareness of BG Networks among BGE customers suggests potential
transferral of the Bord Gais brand to BGE as distinct from the separation of the
brands between BGE and BGN
–
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Yes

As expected BGE has a very high level of awareness at 79% among consumers
–



56%

The high profile and high impact advertising for BGE in context of electricity market may have
contributed to this phenomenon
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79%

Switchers

BG Networks

Role of Networks and Suppliers – Customer
Understanding
X
X
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There is a low level of awareness of the respective roles of Suppliers and
Networks with approximately ¼ stating they do not know the correct attribution
of the responsibility and between 19% and 34% mis-attributing the responsibility



Confusion in roles can contribute to lack of switching if the consumer believes
that the fundamental service may be impacted or switching may be disruptive
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X

Role of Networks and Suppliers – Customer
Understanding
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Airtricity
Customers

Flogas
Customers



Among BGE customers the level of knowledge was similar the overall population
(as most consumers are BGE customers)



Knowledge among other suppliers‟ customers was better but still included a
significant level of confusion
–

Lack of knowledge solely is not a sufficient barrier to switching but may be a disincentive
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BGE
Customers

Comparison between gas and 2010 electricity role
confusion
This research

Comparison of results in electricity and gas
markets with don’t knows removed
Is the supplier role in



Comparing the key repair and maintenance scores, scores in the gas market measurement
shows somewhat lower knowledge than the equivalent scores for electricity market in 2010
–
–



Clarity of roles is significant but not a necessary or sufficient requirement for
competition. It becomes necessary if confusion leads to a barrier
–
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A higher proportion of gas consumers do not know which entity is responsible
Among those who state a view, more customers give the correct attributation in relation to the
gas market than was the case in relation to the electricity market

For instance, if consumers perceive that customers of the supply company will get preferential
treatment from the network provider
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2010 CER Electricity market research



Customers were asked to indicate what they call their electricity and gas bills



This was asked with a view to establishing if there is an impact on likelihood
to switch if the brand name over generic product association is prevalent in
terms of customer consideration of a bill



In the case of the gas product, the association between the Bord Gais
brand/Airtricity brand was measured by the degree to which the bill is referred
to by brand (i.e. The Bord Gais/ BGE bill or the Airtricity bill), as opposed to
by product (i.e. the gas bill)



In the case of the electricity product, the association between the
ESB/ESBCS/Airtricity/Bord Gais brands were measured by the degree to
which the bill is referred to by brand (i.e. The ESB bill or the BGE bill or the
Airtricity bill), as opposed to by product (i.e. the electricity bill)



The results showed that Bord Gais brand name is not as strongly associated
with the bill compared with ESB and electricity bill
–
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but notwithstanding this, it does not appear to act as a significant barrier to
switching in the case of the electricity market
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Association between bill naming and switching

Association between BGE and Gas
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Name of gas bill



A strong connection between a brand and a product category may increase
loyalty to that brand and act as a barrier to switching



The association between the Bord Gais brand natural gas was measured by the
degree to which the bill is referred to by brand (Bord Gais) – only 6% of
respondents indicated that they called the gas bill by the brand name



In the case of electricity, 50% of customers refer to their electricity bill as their
ESB bill
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Name of electricity bill

Impact of brand/product association on switching
in electricity market
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 Association between a brand
name and a product category
does not necessarily presume a
barrier to switching



Just under a third of electricity customers who have switched from ESBCS
continue to refer to the electricity bill as their „ESB bill‟



A significant proportion of consumers abandon the specific brand association
after switching (between 45% and 56%), while smaller proportions transfer
the association to the new suppliers brand (between 10% and 24%)



For non-switched customers, the association between ESB and electricity is
clearly stronger, but it is inconclusive whether the specific association between
bill name and brand is the inhibiting factor for switching
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Name of electricity bill

Naming of gas bill – BGE and non-BGE
customers

The high percentage of consumers who refer to the „gas bill‟ over supplier
brand names is similar among BGE and non-BGE (Airtricity/FloGas)
customers.
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There is no remaining association with Bord Gais in terms of the use of the bill name
among those who have switched from BGE
 The role of dual fuel motivated switching is likely to have an impact on bill name (i.e.
The Airtricity bill covers both electricity and gas and therefore cannot be easily
named anything apart from Airtricity bill)
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Name of gas bill

Prevalence of Dual Fuel choice
Current Gas Supplier
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Total
80%
17%
3%



Of those respondents who have both gas and electricity, just over 30% are dual
fuel customers with BGE, while close to 16% are dual fuel customers with
Airtricity



42% have electricity with ESB Electric Ireland and gas with BGE, while 7.7%
have electricity with Airtricity and Gas with BGE
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Gas
BGE
Supplier Airtricity
Flogas
Total

Electricity Supplier
ESB
BGE
Airtricity
42.2%
30.5%
7.7%
0.7%
0.3%
15.8%
1.0%
1.0%
0.7%
44%
32%
24%

Switching Patterns
Switching of Gas Suppliers

Moved from:
18%

90%
8%

82%

2%



Switching is currently focused on
BGE, reflecting its market share
–
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Switching away from Airtricity and
FloGas is primarily back to BGE

Satisfaction with switching process is
high at 84% and is not likely to inhibit
further switching
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Satisfaction with the Switching process

Switching – reasons and sales approach
How switching occurred

At present, switching is driven by direct approach from a sales-person
–

This is likely to be driven by the sales model of the supplier
– The low level of awareness of other suppliers results in relatively low level of
customer initiated switching


Among those aware of the duration of the price offer, there is little evidence of
incorrect expectations around the duration of the discount
–
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There was a high degree of realism with 10% not assuming any discount and 46%
assuming 1 year
– Expectations that the offer would last for 2 years or more was very low (3%)
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Awareness of duration of price offer

Consideration and estimate of 2011 market share



2010 reported behaviours from the 2010 time period suggests approximately ½ of
those who considered switching actually completed the switch



Estimation of potential market share for BGE by end of 2011 is 67%
Estimate is an upper estimate of impact of switching – based on consideration after survey
participants had been asked about competitors and hence alerted to their existence
– Assuming ratio of actual switch to considered remains the same as in 2010
– Assuming that no significant change in market – such as rebranding or significant market
entry
–
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Upper estimate of impact of 2011
switching levels on BGE market share
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Switching activity/intention 10/11

Reasons for switching



Primary reasons for switching are for reasons associated with money/savings
–



Satisfaction with service of previous supplier is not a significant driver for
switching
–
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Dual fuel offers are primarily associated with additional price reductions

This is inline with international research into switching across many service types
which suggests absence of satisfaction does not trigger switching alone, except in
the case of extremely negative satisfaction
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Reason for switching
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Customers were asked to indicate the reasons why they had not switched



The reasons provided were developed from the analysis of focus group output
related to energy use and switching patterns



A large suite of reasons were offered ranging from cost, previous experience,
market expectation, supplier attachment and trust, inertia, knowledge of
alternatives and concerns arising from role confusion



From the perspective of addressing the issues, many of the reasons provided
fall within the control of the gas suppliers, competitive market activity within
the gas market and gas customer‟s themselves



Two in particular relate to role confusion and the structure of the gas market
which may be mitigated by regulatory action



It is these two that are focused on for the purposes of establishing if the
current structure of the gas market is impacting switching levels of customers
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Reasons for switching and not switching
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Non-switchers rated each possible reason for their decision not to switch supplier
–

5 point scale from primary reason, important reason, a reason, not particularly a reason,
not at all a reason
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Reasons for not switching

Satisfaction and switching
Satisfaction with current supplier



Preference to remain with a familiar and trusted gas supplier is strongest
reason for not switching
–
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Inertia and satisfaction with current supplier (reinforced by high satisfaction
levels) contribute significantly to low switching levels
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Satisfaction with current supplier

Role confusion and switching
Role confusion and switching

Among non-switchers customers
26% - Concern about repairs
a primary reason

13% - No other primary reasons

26% - Concern about reliability
a reason concern



Analysis of impact of role confusion shows that 15% of non-switching BGE
customers state both as primary reasons
–
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13% of non-switching BGE customers give no other reason as primary

These is higher than equivalent results from CER electricity study
–

11% rated both as primary reasons in electricity market – compared to 15% in gas market
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15% - both primary reasons

Reasons for not changing among who considered
switching
All respondents
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Inertia and concerns about pricing maintained/increased while role confusion
remained as significant
–

Trust, service issues and lack of reason to switch all declined as reasons given
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Respondents
who
considered
but
didn’t switch
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BGE is predicted to retain at least 67% of the market by the end of 2011
ceteris paribus



The lack of awareness of alternative suppliers is a critical inhibitor to greater
competition in the current market



Measured by the „bill naming‟ test, BGE is less associated with gas than ESB
is with electricity, there is limited evidence that the association of ESB with
electricity impacts on switching



Satisfaction with the switching process is high and unlikely to inhibit future
switching



Most current inhibitors of competition are under the control of the competitors
–

Can be addressed through greater market presence (advertising, customer
education etc)

–

May be addressed through additional market entry or over-time
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Conclusions I
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The separation of the networks and supply businesses is not yet clear in the
customer mind with confusion in roles and lack of awareness of the BGN brand
distinct from BGE



Role confusion and associated concern about reliability/ repairs is an inhibitor to
switching for over a quarter (26%) of the current BGE customer base



This role confusion is the only inhibitor for 13% of the current BGE customer base



Possible actions to address the concerns of this customer segment of the market
include any of the following, alone or in combination – motivated by the setting and
measurement of customer role awareness targets
–

Period of Reflection - observe and assess the impact of new market entrants and associated increase
in competitive activity of existing suppliers on customer understanding and switching activity over
the coming 6 to 12 months

–

Supplier action - request all suppliers to reinforce the distinctive roles of networks and suppliers
through education and active advertising

–

Network action - request network company to engage in a programme of customer education as to its
role vis-a-vis all the suppliers in the market

–

Rebranding - request either BGN or BGE differentiation through rebranding
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Conclusions II
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END

